
 

 
 
 

FAIRBANKS SCALES TO SHOWCASE WEIGHING INNOVATIONS AT WASTE EXPO 2016  
See the latest breakthroughs in vehicle weighing technology at booth #3622  

Kansas City, MO – Fairbanks Scales, Inc., the oldest scale company in the U.S. and the world’s 
leader in weighing equipment, announces they will be showcasing a wealth of state-of-the-art 
industrial scales at Waste Expo 2016, June 7-9, 2016. Visit booth #3622 to view Fairbanks 
Scales’ latest groundbreaking innovations in weighing equipment, including the Talon HVX 
heavy-duty truck scale, equipped with the innovative Intalogix Lightning/Power Surge 
Protection system. The HVX Cut-a-way Field Pour will be on display at the Fairbanks booth, 
along with the Fairbanks Access Solutions (FBAS) Entry Station and the 1605RF remote 
display. 

Talon HVX (Highway Vehicle Extreme) scales are built to federal bridge standards, with 
incredibly strong modules boasting the lowest deflection in the industry. Load cells are provided 
with armored stainless steel cabling for durability and hermetically sealed for moisture protection 
and 25 year warranty. Talon scales are equipped with the proprietary Intalogix lightning 
protection system. Designed and developed exclusively by Fairbanks, this state-of-the-art 
technology has a true digital signal, up to one million times stronger than a conventional analog 
signal, which protects the scale from any harmful surges or electrical spikes. 

The Fairbanks Access Solutions (FBAS) Entry Station greets vehicles with a visible and audio 
prompt, quickly capturing essential transaction information and sending it to the MatreX 
Processing System, which relays real-time information to the driver.  

Also featured is the rugged and durable 1605RF Remote Display, which has a NEMA 3 rated 
enclosure for outdoor use, and a wireless data interface that eliminates the need for cabling 
between the scale instrument and the remote display.  

The FB2550 instrument to be highlighted includes even more features, functionality and 
connectivity for today’s truck weighing applications. Standard features include onscreen IP 
camera interface, full color touch screen display, Ethernet connectivity and transaction reports 
via email.  
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About Fairbanks Scales 

Founded in 1830, Fairbanks Scales has become the leader in the industrial weighing market by 
creating and manufacturing an unrivaled range of weighing equipment solutions. From bench, 
parcel, counting, floor, and truck scales to animal, railroad track, and a full range of specialty 
scales, Fairbanks Scales has a reputation for being the most agile and attentive industrial 
weighing partner in the business. Headquartered in Kansas City, Mo., the company is also 
uniquely positioned to provide services for non-weighing products based on its nationwide 
contingent of technicians who can provide preventive maintenance and consistent, reliable 
service. To request more information or to find the Fairbanks representative or authorized 
distributor nearest you, please call (800) 451-4107, or visit www.fairbanks.com. 

 

If it has to be right…It has to be Fairbanks! 

 


